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Fogg stools are pieces with an essential and
recognizable design that perfectly embody the
values of Yvé: functionality, rigor of lines and
comfort. The X shape of the powder-lacquered
metal base – a hallmark of this collection – gives it a
light visual but of great solidity. The seat is padded
and upholstered in leather or fabric.
This collection of stools lends itself, like all Yvé
products, to be used in different contexts, from
residential to contract, from moments of relaxation
to those of work.

Material description
Powder-coated iron, foam, leather or fabric for covering.
Fabric characteristics: chenille with tone-on-tone geometric effect characterized by a soft
and welcoming hand. Composition: 38% CO-24% VI-24% AC-14%. Weight: 750gr / mtl.
Leather characteristics: leather with corrected grain, extremely smooth appearance. The dyeing is with
tone-on-tone colors, the finishing is very resistant.
Standard color combinations

*For special needs, such as those typical of the
contract, it is possible to select different materials
and finishes than the collection standard. For
the seat, in the same way, it is possible to adopt
leather or fabrics in different colors compared to
the standard combinations.

FOGG-45P-BLK

FOGG-45P-BGE

Black frame
Black frame
Black leather strip Beige leather strip
Dark gray fabric seat Beige leather seat

FOGG-45P-BLU

FOGG-45T-LGR

Black frame

Black frame
Light blue leather strip Black leather strip
Light blue leather seat

Light gray fabric seat

FOGG-45T-DGR
Black frame
Black leather strip
Black leather seat

Color combinations*

Technical information

Name and code

Fogg
Fogg
Fogg
Fogg
Fogg

Category

Stools

Stools

Stools

Dimensions

W 53 D 38 cm H 45 cm

W 53 D 38 cm H 64 cm

W 53 D 38 cm H 74 cm
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H45
H45
H45
H45
H45

FOGG-45P-BLK
FOGG-45P-BGE
FOGG-45P-BLU
FOGG-45T-LGR
FOGG-45T-DGR

Fogg
Fogg
Fogg
Fogg
Fogg

H64
H64
H64
H64
H64

FOGG-64P-BLK
FOGG-64P-BGE
FOGG-64P-BLU
FOGG-64T-LGR
FOGG-64T-DGR

Fogg
Fogg
Fogg
Fogg
Fogg

H74
H74
H74
H74
H74

Frame

Powder-coated iron
black RAL 9005

Strip

Leather
black

Leather
beige

Leather
light blue

Seat

Leather
black

Leather
beige

Leather
light blue

Fabric
light gray

Fabric
dark gray

FOGG-74P-BLK
FOGG-74P-BGE
FOGG-74P-BLU
FOGG-74T-LGR
FOGG-74T-DGR
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